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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an enhancement of a network simulator
which allows the simulation of beacon-enabled IEEE802.15.4
wireless networks. The wireless communication standard
IEEE802.15.4 implements two basic modes, the non-beacon-
enabled and the beacon-enabled mode. For low power net-
works the beacon-enabled mode is most suitable. A time
base is given and inactive periods are predefined by a super-
frame structure. Another advantage of the beacon-enabled
mode is that in a cell the nodes can operate as real-time net-
work. TrueTime supports a lot of wired and wireless pro-
tocols but the beacon-enabled mode of the IEEE802.15.4
protocol is not implemented. Hence, the simulator was en-
hanced by the beacon-enabled mode.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The interest in networked control systems has strongly in-

creased in recent years. A low cost and low power approach
are wireless networks based on the standard IEEE802.15.4
[2]. In this paper we choose the TrueTime [5] network sim-
ulator and extend the functionality to support the beacon-
enabled mode of IEEE802.15.4. This mode allows more en-
ergy efficiency and increases the flexibility in wireless net-
works. But several degrees of freedom and a lot of function-
ality introduced by the mode lead to complex implementa-
tions. Hence, the beacon-enabled mode is often neglected.
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Figure 1: Superframe structure of the IEEE 802.15.4
protocol [2]

For adding this support we analyze the simulator function-
ality and add missing modules and functions. A program-
ming interface allows the implementation of new functions
and new blocks into MatLab/Simulink.

2. THE STANDARD IEEE 802.15.4
The standard IEEE802.15.4 specifies the physical layer

and medium access control of low-cost and low data rate
WPANs (Wireless Personal Area Networks). Data rates up
to 250 kb/s can be achieved in different frequency bands at
868 MHz, 915 MHz and 2.4 GHz. The CSMA/CA (Carrier
Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance) mechanism
controls the channel access. Optionally, GTS (Guaranteed
Time Slots) can be used for real-time operation. In this
mode data transmissions are only allowed within the super-
frame structure, see figure 1. The superframe is divided
into 16 equally sized slots, the first slot is used for the bea-
con. The master node sends this beacon signal cyclically
for synchronizing all nodes of the network. The beacon also
contains information about the format of the superframe.
An additional inactive period is allowed after the 16 slots.
The active period is divided into a contention access period
(CAP), where nodes access the channel by using CSMA/CA,
and a contention free period (CFP), where each slot is as-
signed to a single node.

3. THE TRUETIME SIMULATOR
TrueTime [1] is a network simulator for wired and wire-

less networks based on MatLab/Simulink and has been de-
veloped at the Lund University. Under several points of
view the usage of the TrueTime simulator is favorable be-
cause it offers the advantage of co-simulation facilities. The
Network- or Wireless Network-Block represents the commu-
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nication channel and the Kernel Blocks represent the net-
work nodes. A kernel block is a processing unit with generic
interfaces. Main functions of the kernel and network are
written in C++. Higher network layers are not implemented
but can be realized by user code. The user code can be
written either in MatLab m-Files or C++. The Application
Programming Interface (API) is formed by a set functions
which are necessary for the initialization and managing the
behavior of the network and network nodes.

4. TRUETIME WITH GTS
As TrueTime supports only the non-beacon-enabled mode

of IEEE802.15.4, the API has to be adapted. At first the
superframe structure was realized. Therefore, variables for
storing the GTS parameters were added. The function ttset-

networkparameter was extended to set the GTS parameters.
After the implementation of the superframe structure a func-
tion for the generation and sending of beacon frames was
necessary. The beacon is generated automatically by the
wireless network function ttwnetwork. The main function
is called by runNetwork. Within this function the sending
routine of each wireless network protocol is executed. For
the IEEE802.15.4 with GTS the function is divided into
three parts. The first part executes the beacon send com-
mand. The second part sends data within the CAP. In the
last part all data of the CFP are sent. The active part
is indicated by the slotcount and the GTS parameters. In
the new file message_types.h the beacon frame format is
specified. Several parameters can be set, but for the first
implementation only the GTS parameters are interesting.
So GTS nodes, GTS startslots and GTS endslots are as-
signed to the specified beacon frame fields. After the beacon
the CAP starts. The function for sending data during the
CAP changed from special functionality in [4] to common
functionality. A parameter batterylifeextension was intro-
duced, for more information about this parameter see the
IEEE802.15.4 standard [2]. The send function of the CFP
was also modified. In wnetwork_callback.m the case “Zig-
bee with GTS”was added. This file is executed by the wire-
less network block and values in the blockmask will be over-
ridden by default settings for different network types. The
block-library truetime.mdl was extended by the Remaining

Block which is a S-Function block with the corresponding
S-Function ttremaining. The battery output is connected to
the input of the Remaining Block. The block output is a
vector of six variables which contain the calculated lifetime.
The decision, whether a node operates as master or slave,
is set in the ttinitnetwork routine. The function ttgetkernel-

parameter returns several kernel parameters like energycon-

sumption, batterylifeextension and so on. To get a network
parameter the function ttgetnetworkparameter is used. For
example returned values are superframeduration, currentslot

and gts fields. The most important new function is ttsync-

timeslot. The network messages are stored in a queue. If
the next hit is processed, all elements of the queue are sent.
Therefore, it is important that the queue is filled already
one superframeslot before the message shall be send. ttsync-

timeslot fulfills this task, return values are the next segment
to execute user code and the sleep time for the task. The
next user segment is executed if the superframeslot reaches
the send slot of the message. In figure 2 this principle of
operation is shown. Problematically was the simulator ex-
tension for introducing the slot capabilities. Normally the

Figure 2: Principle of operation of ttsynctimeslot

simulator is acting after a message was put into the queue.
For the IEEE802.15.4 protocol the simulator will act when
a slot is reached or a message is ready to send.

5. CONCLUSION
The presented extension of TrueTime allows the simula-

tion of IEEE802.15.4 beacon-enabled networks. The sim-
ulator is now usable for simulations of an existing network
prototype at our professorship based on the IEEE802.15.4a.
IEEE802.15.4a [3] defines new PHY layers for the network
communication which allow additional distance measure-
ments between the nodes. Therefore, algorithms for ranging,
routing and autonomous network exploration will be imple-
mented. Adding new protocols is very simple. This requires
only some knowledge in C, C++ and MatLab. Transmis-
sion delays are not estimated and have not been regarded
in calculations yet. In future work also the visualization
performance should be improved.
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